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The True Law of Kingship
Concepts of Monarchy in Earlymodern Scotland
Oxford University Press This debate was of such intensity that James VI,
the ﬁrst king to rule over Scotland and England, wrote his own book on the
subject: 'The True Lawe of Free Monarchies'.

The True Law Kingship
Conceps of Monarchy in Earky-
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Modern Scotland
16th century people were supposed to fear God and honour the King. But
what was the king entitled to command? And what if his orders
contradicted God's law? In this study the author examines these questions
by focusing on 16th century Scotland.

Loyalty to the Monarchy in Late
Medieval and Early Modern Britain,
c.1400-1688
Springer Nature This book explores the place of loyalty in the relationship
between the monarchy and their subjects in late medieval and early
modern Britain. It focuses on a period in which political and religious
upheaval tested the bonds of loyalty between ruler and ruled. The era also
witnessed changes in how loyalty was developed and expressed. The ﬁrst
section focuses on royal propaganda and expressions of loyalty from the
gentry and nobility under the Yorkist and early Tudor monarchs, as well as
the ﬁfteenth-century Scottish monarchy. The chapters illustrate latemedieval conceptions of loyalty, exploring how they manifested
themselves and how they persisted and developed into early modernity.
Loyalty to the later Tudors and early Stuarts is scrutinised in the second
section, gauging the growing level of dissent in the build-up to the British
Civil Wars of the seventeenth century. The ﬁnal section dissects the role
that the concept of loyalty played during and after the Civil Wars, looking
at how divergent groups navigated this turbulent period and examining the
ways in which loyalty could be used as a means of surviving the upheaval.

The Image and Perception of
Monarchy in Medieval and Early
Modern Europe
Cambridge Scholars Publishing Monarchy is an enduring institution that
still makes headlines today. It has always been preoccupied with image
and perception, never more so than in the period covered by this volume.
The collection of papers gathered here from international scholars
demonstrates that monarchical image and perception went far beyond
cultural, symbolic and courtly display – although these remain important –
and were, in fact, always deeply concerned with the practical expression of
authority, politics and power. This collection is unique in that it covers the
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subject from two innovative angles: it not only addresses both kings and
queens together, but also both the medieval and early modern periods.
Consequently, this allows signiﬁcant comparisons to be made between
male and female monarchy as well as between eras. Such an approach
reveals that continuity was arguably more important than change over a
span of some ﬁve centuries. In removing the traditional gender and
chronological barriers that tend to lead to four separate areas of studies
for kings and queens in medieval and early modern history, the papers
here are free to encompass male and female royal rulers ranging across
Europe from the early-thirteenth to the late-seventeenth centuries to
examine the image and perception of monarchy in England, Scotland,
France, Burgundy, Spain and the Holy Roman Empire. Collectively this
volume will be of interest to all those studying medieval and early modern
monarchy and for those wishing to learn about the connections and
diﬀerences between the two.

Restoration Scotland, 1660-1690
Royalist Politics, Religion and Ideas
Boydell Press The ﬁrst modern account of the advancement of political and
religious ideas in Scotland in the years between the Restoration of Charles
II and the collapse of royal authority under James VII and II.

The Life and Works of Robert Baillie
(1602-1662)
Politics, Religion and RecordKeeping in the British Civil Wars
Boydell & Brewer First full study of the life and career of the Glaswegian
minister Robert Baillie, establishing his signiﬁcance and inﬂuence

Princely Education in Early Modern
Britain
Cambridge University Press Liberal education taught Tudor and Stuart
monarchs to wield pens like swords and transformed political culture in
early modern Britain.
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Public Opinion in Early Modern
Scotland, c.1560–1707
Cambridge University Press Reveals the dynamics and rise in prominence
of Scottish public opinion in a period of religious and constitutional
tension.

Performances of the Sacred in Late
Medieval and Early Modern England
Rodopi Communities have often shaped themselves around cultural spaces
set apart and declared sacred. For this purpose, churches, priests or
scholars no less than writers frequently participate in giving sacred ﬁgures
a local habitation and, sometimes, voice or name. But whatever sites, rites,
images or narratives have thus been constructed, they also raise some
complex questions: how can the sacred be presented and yet guarded,
claimed yet concealed, staged in public and at the same time kept
exclusive?Such questions are pursued here in a variety of English texts
historically employed to manifest and manage versions of the sacred. But
since their performances inhabit social space, this often functions as a
theatrical arena which is also used to stage modes of dissent, diﬀerence,
sacriﬁce and sacrilege. In this way, all aspects of social life – the family,
the nation, the idea of kingship, gender identities, courtly ideals, love
making or smoking – may become sacralized and buttress claims for power
by recourse to a repertoire of religious symbolic forms.Through critical
readings of central texts and authors – such asSir Gawain, Foxe, Sidney,
Shakespeare, Donne, or Vaughan – as well as less canonical examples – the
Croxton play, Buchanan, Lanyer, Wroth, or the tobacco pamphlets – the
twelve contributions all engage with the crucial question how, and to what
end, performances of the sacred aﬀect, or eﬀect, cultural transformation.

History of the Scottish Parliament
Parliament in Context, 1235-1707
Edinburgh University Press This is the third volume in The History of the
Scottish Parliament. In volumes 1 and 2 the contributors addressed
discrete episodes in political history from the early thirteenth century
through to 1707, demonstrating the richness of the sources for such
historical writing and the importance of parliament to that history. In
Volume 3 the contributors have built on that foundation and taken
advantage of the Records of the Parliaments of Scotland to discuss a
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comprehensive range of key themes in the development of parliament. The
editors, Keith M. Brown and Alan R. MacDonald, have assembled a team of
established and younger scholars who each discuss a theme that ranges
over the entire six centuries of the parliament's existence. These include
broad, interpretive chapters on each of the key political constituencies
represented in parliament. Thus Roland Tanner and Gillian MacIntosh write
on parliament and the crown, Roland Tanner and Kirsty McAlister discuss
parliament and the church, Keith Brown addresses parliament and the
nobility and Alan MacDonald examines parliament and the burghs. Crosscutting themes are also analysed. The political culture of parliament is the
subject of a chapter by Julian Goodare, while parliament and the law,
political ideas and social control are dealt with in turn by Mark Godfrey,
James Burns and Alastair Mann. Finally, parliament's own procedures are
also discussed by Alastair Mann. The History of the Scottish Parliament:
Parliament in Context oﬀers the most comprehensive and up-to-date
account of the workings and signiﬁcance of this important institution to
the history of late medieval and early modern Scotland.

Anglo-Scottish Relations from 1603
to 1900
Proceedings of the British Aca In 1603, England and Scotland came
together and Great Britain was created. But how did this union last when
so many others in Europe have failed? This volume provides an account of
two nations who have often diﬀered, remained very distinct and yet have
achieved endurance in European terms.

State and Society in Early Modern
Scotland
Clarendon Press This is the ﬁrst full scholarly study of state formation and
the exercise of state power in Scotland. It sets the Scottish state in a
British and European context, revealing that Scotland — like larger and
better-known states — developed a more integrated governmental system
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This study provides an
invaluable new contribution to the history of Scotland. Julian Goodare
shows how the magnates ceased to exercise autonomous local power, and
instead managed the new administrative structure through client
networks. The state no longer drew its main revenues from land, but
developed new taxes; its ﬁghting forces were modernized and detached
from landed power. With the Reformation, powerful church institutions
were created, and were gradually integrated into the state. The states
territorial integrity increased, giving it a closer and more troubled
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relationship with the Highlands. Scotland remained a sovereign state even
after the union of crowns in 1603, but it was ﬁnally absorbed by England in
1707, and Dr Goodare examines the long-term context of this development.

Parliament and Politics in Scotland,
1567-1707
Edinburgh History of the Scott "[Volume 2] describes its role in the reign of
James VI and throughout the century between the unions of the crowns in
1603 and of the parliaments in 1707, a period of royal absenteeism,
religious upheaval, revolutions, civil wars, and economic catastrophe."-Publisher description.

Parliament and Convention in the
Personal Rule of James V of
Scotland, 1528-1542
Springer Nature This book, based on a fresh understanding of Scottish
governmental records rooted in extensive archival research, oﬀers the ﬁrst
study of these important institutions in a period of revived royal authority.
The regime which emerges from these records is one which understood the
power of consultation, adroitly using a range of groups from full
parliaments to conventions of specialists and experts selected to deal with
the matter in hand. Policies were crafted through not one single meeting
but several types of gathering, ranging from small groups when secrecy
was of the essence or complex details required to be hammered out, to
elaborate large gatherings when the regime employed a performative
strategy to disseminate information or legitimise its policies. Still more
impressively, much of this was managed in the Kings absence James
remained at a distance from many of these gatherings, relying on key
oﬃcials such as the Chancellor or Clerk Register to relay counsel and the
royal will. This emphasis on specialised, frequent consultation reﬂects
concurrent developments in the council, whilst relocating debate
surrounding the development of state and administrative structures in
Scotland traditionally located in the late sixteenth-century into the 1530s.
In tackling the development of parliament in Scotland and placing it in its
proper context amongst many diﬀerent forms of consultative meeting this
book also speaks to subjects of European-wide concern: how far early
modern Parliaments were used to impose or resist religious change, the
pace of state formation, monarchical power and relations between
monarchs and their subjects. Amy Blakeway is Lecturer in Scottish History
at the University of St Andrews, UK. She is the author of Regency in
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Sixteenth-Century Scotland (2015) and has published articles in the English
Historical Review, History, the Historical Journal, and the Economic History
Review.

The History of the Scottish
Parliament: Parliament and politics
in Scotland, 1235-1560
History of the Scottish Parlia Written by some twenty-ﬁve leading scholars,
this is the ﬁrst of three volumes which will be by far the most
comprehensive history of the parliament ever published.

Statehood Before and Beyond
Ethnicity
Minor States in Northern and
Eastern Europe, 1600-2000
Peter Lang Today's world is a world of nation-states; few have survived
since the early modern period, some have existed for three hundred years,
most came into being during the second part of the last century. Yet the
equation between the state and the nation does not go back far in history,
despite the prevailing tendency to view the state as closely linked to
ethnicity. To challenge the latter this book attempts to examine statehood
separately from the concept of ethnicity; it asks what is non-ethnic about
statehood by looking at 'statehood before and beyond ethnicity'. A nonethnic statehood is analysed in two forms: as a historical phenomenon at
the time of the emergence of the early modern state (Part One) and as a
historical tradition which had been pursued by the nation-builders in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Part Two). Instead of looking at great
powers as traditional models of statehood, individual chapters focus on
minor and less familiar states in Northern and Eastern Europe from the
period c. 1600-2000, including Belgium, Bohemia, Greece, the Netherlands,
Romania, Poland-Lithuania, Serbia and Montenegro, Sweden, Scotland and
Transylvania.

Rethinking the Scottish Revolution
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Covenanted Scotland, 1637-1651
Oxford University Press The English revolution is one of the most intenselydebated events in history; parallel events in Scotland have never attracted
the same degree of interest. Rethinking the Scottish Revolution argues for
a new interpretation of the seventeenth-century Scottish revolution that
goes beyond questions about its radicalism, and reconsiders its place
within an overarching 'British' narrative. Laura Stewart analyses how
interactions between print and manuscript polemic, crowds, and political
performances enabled protestors against a Prayer Book to destroy Charles
I's Scottish government. Particular attention is given to the way in which
debate in Scotland was aﬀected by the emergence of London as a major
publishing centre. The subscription of the 1638 National Covenant occurred
within this context and further politicized subordinate social groups that
included women. Unlike in England, however, public debate was contained.
A remodelled constitution reviviﬁed the institutions of civil and
ecclesiastical governance, enabling Covenanted Scotland to pursue
interventionist policies in Ireland and England - albeit at terrible cost to the
Scottish people. War transformed the nature of state power in Scotland,
but this achievement was contentious and fragile. A key weakness lay in
the separation of ecclesiastical and civil authority, which justiﬁed for some
a strictly conditional understanding of obedience to temporal authority.
Rethinking the Scottish Revolution explores challenges to legitimacy of the
Covenanted constitution, but qualiﬁes the idea that Scotland was set on a
course to destruction as a result. Covenanted government was overthrown
by the new model army in 1651, but its ideals persisted. In Scotland as well
as England, the language of liberty, true religion, and the public interest
had justiﬁed resistance to Charles I. The Scottish revolution embedded a
distinctive and durable political culture that ultimately proved resistant to
assimilation into the nascent British state.

Sacral Kingship Between
Disenchantment and Reenchantment
The French and English Monarchies
1587-1688
Berghahn Books France and England are often seen as monarchies
standing at opposite ends of the spectrum of seventeenth-century
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European political culture. On the one hand the Bourbon monarchy took
the high road to absolutism, while on the other the Stuarts never quite
recovered from the diminution of their royal authority following the
regicide of Charles I in 1649. However, both monarchies shared a common
medieval heritage of sacral kingship, and their histories remained deeply
entangled throughout the century. This study focuses on the interaction
between ideas of monarchy and images of power in the two countries
between the execution of Mary Queen of Scots and the Glorious Revolution.
It demonstrates that even in periods when politics were seemingly
secularized, as in France at the end of the Wars of Religion, and in latter
seventeenth- century England, the appeal to religious images and values
still lent legitimacy to royal authority by emphasizing the sacral aura or
providential role which church and religion conferred on monarchs.

A Dialogue on the Law of Kingship
Among the Scots
A Critical Edition and Translation of
George Buchanan's De Iure Regni
Apud Scotos Dialogus
Taylor & Francis George Buchanan (1506-82) was one of the most
distinguished humanists of the Northern European Renaissance. Hailed by
his contemporaries as the greatest Latin poet of his age, he is chieﬂy
remembered today as a radical political theorist whose Dialogus, ﬁrst
published in Edinburgh in 1579, justiﬁed the deposition of Mary, Queen of
Scots in 1567 on the basis of a theory of popular sovereignty, which vested
in the people the right to resist, depose and kill tyrannical monarchs.
Dedicated to his pupil James VI, whose violent reaction against his tutor's
ideas led him to develop his own views on the divine right of kings,
Buchanan's work nevertheless proved immensely inﬂuential both in Britain
and on the Continent, making a notable contribution to the debates over
the nature and location of sovereignty which would ﬁnally bear fruit in the
writings of John Locke. This new edition, featuring facing-page Latin text
and English translation, is accompanied by extensive notes and
commentary on Buchanan's classical and contemporary sources and a
detailed introduction that examines the development of Buchanan's
political thought, the context in which the Dialogus was written and
published, and an extended analysis of the text itself.
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The Personal Rule of Charles II,
1681-85
Boydell & Brewer The wider repercussions and consequences of Charles II's
personal rule are discussed, with special reference to the ﬂedgling Tory
and Whig parties.

Sites of Discourse – Public and
Private Spheres – Legal Culture
Papers from a Conference Held at
the Technical University of
Dresden, December 2001
BRILL The present collection of essays grew out of a conference, held in
Dresden in December 2001, exploring the relationship between the public
sphere and legal culture. The conference was held in connection with the
ongoing research undertaken by the Sonderforschungsbereich 537
‘Institutionalisation and Historical Change’ and, in particular, by the
project ‘Circulation of Legal Norms and Values in British Culture from 1688
to 1900’. The conference papers include essays on the theory of the public
sphere from a systematic and historical point of view by Gert Melville, by
Peter Uwe Hohendahl and by Jürgen Schlaeger, all of whom try to reevaluate and/or improve upon Jürgen Habermas’ seminal contribution to
the discussion of the emergence of modernism. Alastair Mann’s
contribution investigates the situation in Scotland, particularly censorship
and the oath of allegiance; Annette Pankratz focuses on the king’s body as
a site of the public sphere; Heinz-Joachim Müllenbrock looks into the
widespread ‘culture of contention’ at the beginning of the eighteenth
century; and Eckhart Hellmuth considers the reform movement at the end
of the century and the radical democrats’ insistence on the right to discuss
the constitution. Ian Bell, who took part in the conference, suggested the
inclusion of part of the ﬁrst chapter of his seminal study Literature and
Crime in Augustan England (1991). Beth Swan, Anna-Christina
Giovanopoulos, and Christoph Houswitschka respectively analyse the
ideologies of justice, the interrelation between journalism and crime, and
the juridical evaluation of the crime of incest and its representation in
public. Greta Olson investigates keyholes as liminal spaces between the
public and the private, Juliet Wightman focuses on theatre and the bear
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pit, Uwe Böker examines the court room and prison as public sites of
discourse, and York-Gothart Mix discusses the German emigrant culture in
North America.

Macbeth: The State of Play
A&C Black A "freeze frame" volume showcasing the range of current debate
and ideas surrounding one of the most familiar of Shakespeare's tragedies.
Each chapter has been carefully selected for its originality and relevance to
the needs of students, teachers and researchers. Key themes and topics
covered include: The Text and its Status History and Topicality Critical
Approaches and Close Reading Adaptation and Afterlife All the essays oﬀer
new perspectives and combine to give readers an up-to-date
understanding of what's exciting and challenging about Macbeth. The
approach based on an individual play, unlike that of topic-based series,
reﬂects how Shakespeare is most commonly studied and taught.

Kingship and Crown Finance Under
James VI and I, 1603-1625
Boydell & Brewer How James deployed crown ﬁnance provides fundamental
insights into his personal rule.

Scottish Philosophy in the
Seventeenth Century
Oxford University Press, USA During the seventeenth century Scots
produced many high quality philosophical writings, writings that were very
much part of a wider European philosophical discourse. Yet today Scottish
philosophy of the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries is widely studied, but
that of the seventeenth century is only now beginning to receive the
attention it deserves. This volume begins by placing the seventeenthcentury Scottish philosophy in its political and religious contexts, and then
investigates the writings of the philosophers in the areas of logic,
metaphysics, politics, ethics, law, and religion. It is demonstrated that in a
variety of ways the Scottish Reformation impacted on the teaching of
philosophy in the Scottish universities. It is also shown that until the
second half of the century--and the arrival of Descartes on the Scottish
philosophy curriculum--the Scots were teaching and developing a form of
Reformed orthodox scholastic philosophy, a philosophy that shared many
features with the scholastic Catholic philosophy of the medieval period. By
the early eighteenth century Scotland was well placed to give rise to the
spectacular Enlightenment that then followed, and to do so in large
measure on the basis of its own well-established intellectual resources.
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Among the many thinkers discussed are Reformed orthodox, Episcopalian,
and Catholics philosophers including George Robertson, George Middleton,
John Boyd, Robert Baron, Mark Duncan, Samuel Rutherford, James Dundas
(ﬁrst Lord Arniston), George Mackenzie, James Dalrymple (Viscount Stair),
and William Chalmers.

Queen of Scots
The True Life of Mary Stuart
HMH This Whitbread Award–winning biography and basis for the ﬁlm Mary
Queen of Scots starring Saoirse Ronan and Margot Robbie “reads like
Shakespearean drama” (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution). “A triumph . . .
A masterpiece full of ﬁre and tragedy.” —Amanda Foreman, author of
Georgiana In the ﬁrst full-scale biography of Mary Stuart in more than
thirty years, John Guy creates an intimate and absorbing portrait of one of
history’s greatest women, depicting her world and her place in the sweep
of history with stunning immediacy. Bringing together all surviving
documents and uncovering a trove of new sources for the ﬁrst time, Guy
dispels the popular image of Mary Queen of Scots as a romantic leading
lady—achieving her ends through feminine wiles—and establishes her as
the intellectual and political equal of Elizabeth I. Through Guy’s pioneering
research and superbly readable prose, we come to see Mary as a skillful
diplomat, maneuvering ingeniously among a dizzying array of factions that
sought to control or dethrone her. Queen of Scots is an enthralling, mythshattering look at a complex woman and ruler and her time. “The deﬁnitive
biography . . . Gripping . . . A pure pleasure to read.” —The Washington
Post Book World “Reads like Shakespearean drama, with all the delicious
plotting and fresh writing to go with it.” —The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Renaissance Syntax and
Subjectivity
Ideological Contents of Latin and
the Vernacular in Scottish Prose
Chronicles
Routledge The relationship between Latin and the Scots vernacular in the
chronicle literature of 16th-century Scotland provides the topic for this
study. John Leeds here shows how the disposition of grammatical subjects,
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in the radically dissimilar syntactic systems of humanist neo-Latin and
Scots, conditions the way in which "the subject" (i.e., the human
individual) and its actions are conceived in the writing of history. In doing
so, he extends the boundaries of existing critical literature on early
modern "subjectivity" to include the subject of grammar, analyzing its
incorporation into narrative sentences and illuminating the ideological
contents of diﬀerent systems for its deployment. Though focused on the
chronicles of Renaissance Scotland, the argument can in principle be
applied to the entire range of Latin-vernacular relations during the early
modern period. While examining the intellectual culture of early modernity,
Leeds also takes aim, at every stage of his argument, at the semiotic and
social-constructionist orthodoxies that dominate the humanities today.
Against the notion that human subjects are "discursive constructs," he
argues for the subordination of discourse to realities, both material and
immaterial, that are external to language. As part of this argument, he
proposes a view of neo-Latin humanism as a resistance to the onset of
modernity, arguing that Latin prose provides options (at once syntactic,
ideological, and ontological) that vernacular culture has, to its
considerable detriment, foreclosed. In sum, Leeds advocates a renewed
and theoretically-informed commitment to the humanism that the
humanities themselves have been at such pains, during the last scholarly
generation, to depreciate.

Royalists at War in Scotland and
Ireland, 1638–1650
Routledge Analysing the make-up and workings of the Royalist party in
Scotland and Ireland during the civil wars of the mid-seventeenth century,
Royalists at War is the ﬁrst major study to explore who Royalists were in
these two countries and why they gave their support to the Stuart kings. It
compares and contrasts the actions, motivations and situations of key
Scottish and Irish Royalists, paying particular attention to concepts such as
honour, allegiance and loyalty, as well as practical considerations such as
military capability, levels of debt, religious tensions, and political
geography. It also shows how and why allegiances changed over time and
how this impacted on the royal war eﬀort. Alongside this is an
investigation into why the Royalist cause failed in Scotland and Ireland and
the implications this had for crown strategy within a wider British context.
It also examines the extent to which Royalism in Scotland and Ireland
diﬀered from their English counterpart, which in turn allows an assessment
to be made as to what constituted core elements of British and Irish
Royalism.
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George Buchanan
Political Thought in Early Modern
Britain and Europe
Routledge George Buchanan (1506-82) was the most distinguished Scottish
humanist of the sixteenth century with an unparalleled contemporary
reputation as a Latin poet, playwright, historian and political theorist.
However, while his contemporary importance as the scourge of Mary Queen
of Scots and advocate of popular rebellion has long been recognised, this
volume represents the ﬁrst attempt to explore the subsequent inﬂuence of
his ideas and his contested reputation as a political ideologue and cultural
icon. Featuring a wide-ranging selection of essays by an international cast
of established and younger scholars, the volume explores Buchanan's
legacy as an historian and political theorist in Britain and Europe in the two
centuries following his death, with particular emphasis on the reception of
his remarkably radical views on popular sovereignty and political
assassination. Divided into four parts, the volume covers the immediate
impact and reception of his writings in sixteenth- and early seventeenthcentury Britain; the wider Northern European context in which his thought
was inﬂuential; the engagement with his political ideas in the course of the
seventeenth-century British constitutional struggles; and the inﬂuence of
his ideas as well as the changing nature of his reputation through the
eighteenth century and beyond. The introduction to the volume not only
reviews the material in the body of the collection, but also reﬂects on the
use and abuse of Buchanan's ideas in the early modern period and the
methodological issues of inﬂuence and reputation raised by the
contributors. Such a reassessment of Buchanan and his legacy is long
overdue and this volume will be welcomed by all scholars with an interest
in the political and cultural history of early modern Britain and Europe.

Scotland
A History
Oxford University Press The work of leading authorities on Scottish history
is brought together in this accurate and sophisticated portrait of Scotland
from Roman times to the present day.
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Political Thought in SeventeenthCentury Ireland
Kingdom Or Colony
Cambridge University Press This book provides an in-depth analysis of
seventeenth-century Irish political thought and culture.

Reformation, Resistance, and
Reason of State (1517-1625)
Oxford University Press This volume charts the development of political
thought between 1517-1625. Drawing on a wide range of sources from
Europe and beyond, it oﬀers a new reading of early modern political
thought, making connections between Christian Europe and the Muslim
societies that lay to its south and east.

The Government of Scotland
1560-1625
OUP Oxford In The Government of Scotland 1560-1625 Goodare shows how
Scotland was governed during the transition from Europe's decentralized
medieval realms to modern sovereign states. The expanding institutions of
government - crown, parliament, privy council, local courts - are detailed,
but the book is structured around an analysis of governmental processes.
A new framework is oﬀered for understanding the concept of 'centre and
localities': centralization happened in the localities. Various interest
groups participated in government and inﬂuenced its decisions. The
nobility, in particular, exercised inﬂuence at every level. There was also
English inﬂuence, both before and after the union of crowns in 1603. It is
argued that the crown's continuing involvement after 1603 shows the
common idea of 'absentee monarchy' to be misconceived. Goodare also
pays particular attention to the harsh impact of government in the
Highlands - where the chiefs were not full members of 'Scottish' political
society - and on the common people - who were also excluded from normal
political participation.
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Noble Power in Scotland from the
Reformation to the Revolution
Edinburgh University Press The period between the Reformation and the
Covenanting Revolution has generated much historical debate on issues of
political authority and power. In this volume Keith M Brown builds on his
previous book, Noble Society in Scotland, to argue that in spite of the
changes brought about by the Reformation, by the recovery of crown
authority and by the regal union between England and Scotland, the huge
power exercised by the nobility remained fundamentally unaltered. Hence
when political crisis did surface in 1637-8 the crown lacked the means to
oppose a noble-led revolution.Noble Power in Scotland is constructed
within a framework that discusses the nobility's political relationship with
the crown in chapters at either end of this volume, taking the regal union
of 1603 as the crucial dividing point. The remainder of the book addresses
in turn themes that analyse the various roles nobles inhabited in exercising
power. There are chapter on nobles as chiefs of the remarkably strong and
durable kindreds or clans, as lords over extensive territorial networks of
dependants, as warriors and soldiers in domestic and foreign service, as
men whose notions of honour often determined political behaviour, as
magistrates presiding over a system of private local jurisdictions while also
colonising central law courts, as parliamentarians and royal councillors,
and as courtiers in attendance on the king in Scotland and after 1603 in
London. Brown places this discussion ﬁrmly within a wider debate about
the enduring power of European nobilities, showing that the Scottish
nobility successfully adapted to political change, just as it did to economic
and cultural change, to retain its dominant political position throughout
the period.

The origins of the Scottish
Reformation
Manchester University Press The Scottish Reformation of 1560 is one of the
most controversial events in Scottish history, and a turning point in the
history of Britain and Europe. Yet its origins remain mysterious, buried
under competing Catholic and Protestant versions of the story. Drawing on
fresh research and recent scholarship, this book provides the ﬁrst full
narrative of the question. Focusing on the period 1525-60, in particular the
childhood of Mary, Queen of Scots, it argues that the Scottish Reformation
was neither inevitable nor predictable. A range of diﬀerent ‘Reformations’
were on oﬀer in the sixteenth century, which could have taken Scotland
and Britain in dramatically diﬀerent directions. This is not a ‘religious’ or a
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‘political’ narrative, but a synthesis of the two, paying particular attention
to the international context of the Reformation, and focusing on the impact
of violence - from state persecution, through terrorist activism, to open
warfare. Going beyond the heroic certainties of John Knox, this book
recaptures the lived experience of the early Reformation: a bewildering,
dangerous and exhilarating period in which Scottish (and British) identity
was remade.

James VI and I
Ideas, Authority, and Government
Routledge James VI and I was the ﬁrst king to rule both England and
Scotland. He was unique among British monarchs in his determination to
communicate his ideas by means of print, pen, and spoken word. James's
own work as an author is one of the themes of this volume. One essay also
sheds new light on his role as a patron and protector of plays and players.
A second theme is the king's response to the problems posed by religious
divisions in the British Isles and Europe as a whole. Various contributors to
this collection elucidate James's own religious beliefs and their expression,
his eﬀorts before 1603 to counter a potential Catholic claim to the English
throne, his attempted appropriation of scripture in support of his own
authority, and his distinctive vision of imperial kingship in Britain. Some
diﬀerent reactions to the king, to his expression of his ideas and to the
implementation of his policies form this book's third theme. They include
the vigorous resistance to his attempt to change Scottish religious
practice, and the sharply contrasting assessments of his life and reign
written after James's death.

A Companion to Stuart Britain
John Wiley & Sons Covering the period from the accession of James I to the
death of Queen Anne, this companion provides a magisterial overview of
the ‘long' seventeenth century in British history. Comprises original
contributions by leading scholars of the period Gives a magisterial
overview of the ‘long' seventeenth century Provides a critical reference to
historical debates about Stuart Britain Oﬀers new insights into the major
political, religious and economic changes that occurred during this period
Includes bibliographical guidance for students and scholars

Kings, Lords and Men in Scotland
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and Britain, 1300-1625
Essays in Honour of Jenny Wormald
Edinburgh University Press This book brings unusually brings together
work on 15th century and the 16th century Scottish history, asking
questions such as: How far can medieval themes such as OCylordshipOCO
function in the late 16th-century world of Reformation and state
formation? How&quote;

Premodern Scotland
Literature and Governance
1420-1587
Oxford University Press Oﬀers fresh and ground-breaking research into
themes of good self- and public governance in medieval Scottish and
English literature.

Law and Authority in British Legal
History, 1200-1900
Cambridge University Press Leading scholars discuss how changing ideas
of law and authority were embedded in the historical development of
British legal systems.

Citizenship and Identity in a
Multinational Commonwealth
Poland-Lithuania in Context,
1550-1772
BRILL This work is an attempt to change thinking not only on the political
practice and the role of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in a European
context (both East and West), but to also connect the early modern past
with present notions of citizenship and participatory political systems.
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